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MANNING ROAD - ACCESS TO FREEWAY 
Grievance 

MR J.E. McGRATH (South Perth) [9.47 am]:  My grievance is to the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure 
also.  However, before I present my grievance, on behalf of the member for Cottesloe I acknowledge the boys 
from Scotch College who are in the gallery this morning.  It is a very fine college. 
I am speaking today on behalf of the people who live in the southern part of my electorate; that is, Salter Point, 
Manning, Karawara and Waterford.  The issue involves Manning Road, which the minister will agree is now a 
very important arterial road in that region.  I raised this subject with the minister through correspondence earlier 
this year.  The problem with Manning Road, which is well known to people who live in the area and who use 
Manning Road regularly, is that there is no access to Kwinana Freeway heading south.  Motorists who want to 
head south from Manning Road must navigate a circuitous route that takes them in a northerly direction to the 
Canning Bridge.  They must then negotiate two sets of traffic lights before doing a full 360-degree turn and 
getting onto Kwinana Freeway heading south.  In this age of modern engineering, it is quite absurd. 

I have with me a map to show members why it is difficult for motorists to do that.  The map shows that if people 
drive down Manning Road, they must cut across and find a way up to the Canning Bridge.  However, while they 
are doing that, there are cars heading northbound on Kwinana Freeway, and a lot of them also veer off to get to 
the Canning Bridge.  Not everyone is heading straight into the city.  Therefore, these motorists must find a way 
across, and they must crisscross the lanes.  Once they get to Canning Bridge, they are stopped by a set of lights.  
They turn right and they are stopped by another set of lights.  When they finally have the go-ahead to turn right, 
they go down a ramp.  When they hit the bottom of the ramp, there is traffic heading south off the freeway trying 
to get to Manning Road.  There is a crisscross effect.  People in my electorate have told me that at times, 
especially in peak-hour periods, it can be quite dangerous.  It is almost like an obstacle course.  I reckon Michael 
Schumacher would have a problem getting through some of that traffic.  What are they doing?  Residents in that 
area are now cutting through the suburbs of Manning and Como to get to Canning Bridge where there is easier 
access to Kwinana Freeway heading south.  This is turning streets such as Canavan Crescent and Ley Street into 
very busy streets as people try to get onto Henley Street.  When people get onto Henley Street, they can turn onto 
Canning Highway and then turn left onto Kwinana Freeway.  However, even when they get to Canning Bridge, 
they have still to turn left onto the freeway south ramp and therefore must crisscross while people trying to get 
off the freeway and onto Manning Road are cutting across.  It can be quite a dangerous situation.  It is certainly 
confusing.  I think it constitutes probably some of the worst transport planning in the metropolitan area.  I am not 
blaming the minister for the problem; this obviously happened many years ago when the freeway was 
constructed.  The people who constructed the freeway obviously did not foresee that the southern suburbs would 
balloon in the way they have, that there would be massive population growth in the area and that people would 
need to travel south.  People need to travel south to Murdoch; there is a hospital and schools there.  Some people 
in my electorate make that journey every day.  Some people who have children attending schools in the area 
have told me that they travel to the area twice a day. 

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan:  Very soon they can catch the train at Canning Bridge. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  Only if they can park their cars to get on the train; that will be another issue to emerge 
later.  The opposition will ask the minister about that later.  I think the odds of people being able to get on the 
train at Canning Bridge are 1 000 to one.  Where will they park?  However, that is an issue for another day. 

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan:  Haven’t you heard of walking? 

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  That is an issue for another day.  People can walk if they live 500 yards from the train 
station.  How far does the minister walk in a day? 

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan:  Kilometres every day. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  This has become a matter for urgent attention.  The opposition thinks that when the 
southern suburbs railway begins running, the Canning Bridge precinct will be a nightmare.  I know the minister 
likes trains and that she does not like people driving cars.  However, I have news for the minister: Perth is a car 
city.  I know the minister is trying to change that, and I support public transport.  I have lived in Melbourne, 
where people use trains and trams.  However, people in Perth still use cars.  It now takes longer to get to the city 
along the northern freeway than it did before the northern suburbs railway service commenced.  People are still 
using cars, and that is something that must be considered.  The motorists from my electorate who travel through 
that area must be considered.   

Earlier this year, in February, I wrote to the minister.  I received a reply from the minister’s chief of staff.  The 
letter states - 
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I am advised that Main Roads has longer term plans to construct a southbound on-ramp from Manning 
Road to the Kwinana Freeway. . . However, construction of the ramp will necessitate the acquisition 
and partial demolition of some buildings on private property adjacent to Manning Road. 

That is where the on-ramp should be.  The letter continues - 

Consequently the cost of construction is relatively high and cannot be justified at this time. 

The opposition has figures indicating that property prices in Manning will rise by 53 per cent over the next five 
years.  If this project is not done now, the property will become more and more expensive to acquire.  The 
opposition does not believe that the project would require a huge amount of land resumption.   Modern 
engineering has enabled the construction of a tunnel under the city of Perth for the new railway station; surely a 
freeway on-ramp at Manning Road is achievable. 

On behalf of the people in my electorate who have contacted my office in writing and via e-mails and phone 
calls, pointing out that this issue has been around for a long time and that people have been asking successive 
governments for an on-ramp for many years without success, I ask the minister for a commitment to the people 
of my electorate that she will address these issues as matters for urgent attention. 

MS A.J.G. MacTIERNAN (Armadale - Minister for Planning and Infrastructure) [9.53 am]:  Alas, I cannot 
make that commitment to the member for South Perth.  I understand that the on-ramp would be very desirable 
for the residents of his electorate.  Technically, of course it can be done; the member is quite right.  From an 
engineering point of view it is not a challenging project and it certainly could be done.  Indeed, the planning for 
this project was undertaken in the 1980s, and the metropolitan region scheme was amended to make provision 
for it.  There are a number of private properties that are currently within the metropolitan region road reserve.  
However, those properties have not been acquired.  The planning for the project is in place and it certainly can 
be done, but it would cost at least $10 million to undertake.  It is certainly the government’s assessment that in 
consideration of all the competing priorities across the state - including requests from opposition members, the 
never-ending demands of the member for Geraldton, and the incessant demands of the member for Albany, not 
to mention Fred’s route - it has an enormous task and has to prioritise.  I do not want to lead the member’s 
constituents with any false words.  This is not a project that the government believes would reach the top of the 
priority list over the next five years.  In fact, the government is keen to find the reserves to provide for the 
member’s electorate a train station at South Perth, which would be a far more useful exercise for the member’s 
constituents. 

I love the line from the Tories that I hate cars and that the government does not build roads.  I understand that 
opposition members are not exactly New Age thinkers.  I understand that they are rooted in 1970s paradigms of 
planning.  The government also knows that the Tories of this state are completely averse to building public 
transport networks.  The Liberal Party’s only substantial contribution to public transport was the one it made in 
the 1970s when it closed down the Perth to Fremantle rail line.  Western Australia has a lot to thank Sir Charles 
Court for in taking that action, because he radicalised an entire generation of the community that witnessed the 
manifest folly of that decision.  He created a constituency that understood the importance of public transport and 
of having a mass transit system.  This resulted in the fantastic work completed under the Labor government in 
the late 1980s and early 1990s in electrifying the rail system and building the northern suburbs rail system. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  Order, members! 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN:  I would also like to modestly add to those achievements the equally fantastic work 
of this government in providing the New MetroRail project. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER:  Order, members! 

Mr M.J. Cowper interjected. 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN:  I urge the member for Murray to tell the house how many centimetres of rail have 
been built under Liberal governments in the past 30 years. 

Mr M.J. Cowper:  I have to go through the list of facts that you’ve given me. 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN:  The answer is zero.  The opposition was “gunna” do a lot of things; but it did not 
do them.  I suggest to the member for South Perth that the best way for him to go about this would be for him to 
secure a commitment from his party to build the on-ramp next time it is in government.  I am sure that some time 
next century it will be able to deliver on that promise.  To be perfectly honest - 

Mr J.E. McGrath:  You tell the people of South Perth that you’re not going to do it. 
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Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN:  No, I will not say that the government will do it.   

Mr J.E. McGrath:  Tell them you are not going to do it. 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN:  My assessment is that this project will not get to the top of the priority list within 
the next five years.  With all the unmet demand the government has, from Wyndham to Esperance, it simply 
could not be achieved.  Members from the other side come into this house, quite rightly, and want us to put more 
money into Muirs Highway, which we are doing, and into Brookton Highway, which we are doing.  Such 
projects are important priorities for the community, as issues of safety have to take priority over issues of 
convenience.  Members opposite are bringing representations to me on a weekly basis, including those 
concerning the South Western Highway, all of which we are earnestly trying to address.  I will be perfectly 
honest with the member: in the next five years, in my judgment, this road will not get to the top of the queue.  
Nevertheless, I suggest that the member for South Perth make it a fully costed election commitment going into 
the next election. 
 


